In [19] , Mazur established a very elaborate theory of Eisenstein ideals for modular curves over the rational number field Q and his theory has various applications to number theory. (For example, the theorem corresponding to (5.7) (i) above has been a main tool of almost all the researches on rational points on modular curves.) The problem to develop the theory of Eisenstein ideals for Drinfeld modular curves was suggested by Mazur, already in the introduction of [19] . We consider that the present paper is its first step and hope for further development.
In § 1, we define an (/-primary) admissible group over an irreducible locally noetherian normal scheme S of dimension 1, following Mazur [19] , and give an estimate (1.11) of its etale cohomology in case S=P 1 V . In § 2 9 we recall the definition of the "I* -series with coefficients in F" of an abelian variety over a global field of positive characteristic on which an order of an algebraic number field F acts, and we prove two propositions (2.4), (2.7) on the order of the L -series at 5 = 1. This section depends entirely on the theory of etale cohomology. In § 3, we recall Drinfeld's theory concerning Langlands correspondence and give the functional equation (3.14) of the L-series attached to some l-adic representation (or, equivalently, to some automorphic form). As in [19] , Eichler-Shimura type congruence relation (3.9) will play a crucial role in investigating the Eisenstein quotient later. The formula for the £-factor and its corollary (3.17) will be also used to prove main results. After these preliminaries, we investigate the Eisenstein ideal of the Hecke algebra in § 4, and give the proof of main results (5.1), (5.7) in § 5. In Appendix, we prove that End^ (/) (|)Q is generated by Hecke operators as a Q-algebra. This is an analogue of a result of Ribet [24] .
Usual notations are employed freely :
¥ q , Z, Q, Q ;> C ; Horn, End, Aut, Gal ; etc.
We shall fix some other notations here. 
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Example (1.1).
-{n}, where T is an indeterminate and n is a maximal ideal of F 9 [r] .
In this section, we define admissible groups over 5 (with respect to 5'), and give an estimate of their etale cohomology groups in the case of (1.1).
Fix a prime number / which is invertible in F(S, Os). We shall define two categories ^, 2 which turn out to be equivalent to each other.
The category ^ is a full subcategory of (group schemes /5) . A group scheme G over 5 is an object of ^ if and only if (i) G is commutative ; G is flat, separated, and of finite type over S, (ii) GX5' is finite over S', and (iii) Z* 5 -id G = 0 in End(G/5) for some N > 0. Next we shall define the category 2. We fix a separable closure JT sep of K and for each x^S-S' we fix the following commutative diagram :
Remark (1.2). An object G/S
(1.4) t Q t Q t
where /c(;c) sep is a separable closure of the residue field /c(x) of 0 5j * and $£% is a strict henselization of 0 SiX . Then we get the decomposition group D x and the inertia group I x : Proof. Using elementary etale sheaf theory, we can easily prove that 0 is full and faithful (cf. [21, H, 3.10, 3.12, 3.16] ). Note that the separatedness of G/S implies the injectivity of the map G(0£J ->G(JT sep ).
We shall prove that 0 is essentially surjective. Let (M, (Af^es-sO be an object of the category ^. By Galois theory, there exists a finite etale scheme G K over K with an isomorphism of Gal (K**/K) -sets G*G£ sep )-M and this isomorphism induces on G # a structure of commutative group scheme over K. Let GO be the normalization of S in GK and G i be the maximal open subscheme of G 0 that is etale over S (i.e. Gi is the complement of the support of QG O /S)-By definition, we can easily show that GI is isomorphic to G'*)*G* as a (sets) -valued sheaf on the etale site on S, where i K is the natural morphism Spec K-^S. This isomorphism induces on G \ a structure of commutative etale group scheme over S.
For each x^S-S' , G \ X/eOc) is a finite etale scheme over /e(x) and we have
Since M x is a I) *//*( = Gal Oe(x) se V/e(x)))-submodule of M 1 *, there exists a (unique) open and closed subscheme H x of G i X/cOc) such that ^f x (/c(x) sep ) -M x via the isomorphism above.
Define G to be the open subscheme G i -J^J (G i X/c (x) -#*) of G i . Then a structure of commutative group scheme over S is induced on G from that of G i . By construction, G is an object of <& and 0 (G) -(M, (Mx) X (=s-s' ). This completes the proof.
•
be a sequence in %> and we set $( 
TTie sequence ( * ) ^ determined uniquely (up to isomorphism^) by the condition above.
Proof For each x GS -^x , let L x be the inverse image of M x in L and N x the image of M x in N. Take a sequence in ^ which corresponds to the sequence 0-(L, (LA es _ s O -> (M, (Mj xes _ 5 0 ^ OV; 0V J.es-sO ^0 via 0. By (1.7), this satisfies the condition. The uniqueness can be easily seen.l Definition. Let G be an object of * and set $(G) = (M, (M x ) xeS -5'). We define the following invariants :
If fTitCS, G) is not a finite module, then we set A'(G) = °°.
(ii) Let be a sequence in # which is exact as a sequence of sheaves on the etale site on S. Then 
In all the cases, the inequality holds. § 2. L-series of Abelian Varieties
Let F be an algebraic number field and R an order of F. We shall recall the definition of the "L-series with coefficients in F" of an abelian variety over a global field of positive characteristic on which R acts.
We need some lemmas to define the local factors of the L-series. (Note that we have only to refer to [29] and [23] Proof, (i) Using the structure theorem for commutative algebraic groups ( [1] , [8] , [26] ), we can easily reduce the problem to the case where G is either an abelian variety or a torus. Since F/(G(fc)) is a Q/ -vector space of finite dimension which is independent of /, we have only to show that F/(G(fc)) is a free R®Qi-module.
For each /£ End ^(G), the characteristic polynomial of / in the Q/ -vector space K/(G(fc)) has coefficients in Q. In fact, when G is an abelian variety, this is well-known ( [22, IV, 19, Theorem 4] ) and when G is a torus, it is easily seen. (We may assume G= (G m ) B and then the following diagram is commutative :
In particular, the characteristic polynomial of f£=R in the Q/ -vector space 
which is identified with the decomposition associated with the ring decomposition
. It suffices to verify the statement of (ii) for each G /(/=!, ... , 0, so we may assume that R [/*] (8)Q is a field (which is necessarily an algebraic number field) and that R [/J is an order of the algebraic number field. Let 5' be the dual abelian variety ofB and let J^(resp. J*') be the Neron model over S of U(resp. of I?')-As we have seen in the proof of (2.2), the isomorphism exists, hence
where F/(JO* is the stalk at x of the etale Q/ -sheaf F/(JO-Then by the theory of etale cohomology, we conclude that
where S^^^F^ and ^ is the g-th power Frobenius element in Gal(F 9 /F 9 ). (Note that "det" makes sense since H&(S, F/(J^O) is at least a finitely generated locally free R 0Q/ -module.) Since R (8)Q/ is a direct product of fields and, for an extension E/F of fields, F((u)) HE(w) =F(ii) (cf. From now on, we fix a pair (/, E).
Proof. First we note that F/(^/) = K/(« /0 ), where J*' 0 is the "connected component" of $' . From the Kummer sequence for $ °, we have the following exact sequence of R (|) Q / -modules :
(Note that ^° (5) is a finitely generated Z-module.) Considering the E-part of this exact sequence, we obtain r F < o Fi /, £.
On the other hand, since Gal(F 9 /F g )-Z has cohomological dimension 1, the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence gives the following exact sequence of R®Qi -modules :
Considering the E-part, we deduce : 
If the eigenspace is {0} , then the generalized eigenspace is also {0} . Hence (ii)
Remark ( In this section, we shall recall the relation between Drinfeld modular curves and automorphic forms. We refer the reader to [7] , [9] , [14] for Drinfeld modules and their moduli schemes, and to [15] , [17] , [25] Here we fixed an isomorphism Q/ -C (and hereafter also). The equality (3.3) at an unramified place results from the Eichler-Shimura type congruence relation and the general case is proved by using a result of [5] (cf. remark of [10] ).
For a non-zero ideal n v of O v , we set^O
and for a non-zero ideal n of A, we set
is an open subgroup of GL 2 CI). LetM 0 (n), r 0 (n), and JT 0 (n) denote M# o ( n ), r^o( n ), andX# o ( n ) respectively. These schemes have geometrically connected fibers over Spec A, Spec K and Spec K respectively, since PicG4) = l. We have the following isomorphisms (of rigid analytic spaces over We denote by J 0 (n) the Jacobian variety of X 0 (n) and by </ 0 (n) the Neron model over S of /oGt). It is known that Jo GO has good reduction at each v£= Z-{°°} which does not divide n.
Remark(3.5). The moduli problem on (Sch//4) corresponding to H 0 (n) is a functor

T\-> {isomorphism classes of (E, H}},
where E is a Drinfeld ^4-module of rank 2 over an A -scheme T and H is an A -subgroup scheme of E[n} which is locally free of constant rank #G4/n) over T and which satisfies the following condition : there exist a morphism T'^ T faithfully flat locally of finite presentation and any4-homomorphism 0 : n ~1A/A -> H(T') such that S (/)(a^)=HXT / as effective Cartier divisors in [16] , [18] (ii) By definition, the center ofGL 2 (K «,) acts trivially on F sp . Therefore, noting that A£ =K x • ( n O v x X^) as Pic GO = 1, we see that in (3.7) can be replaced by xV, 1), the part on which the center of GL^A*) acts trivially. Similarly, in (3.8) it is sufficient that n runs over the representations with trivial central character.
(Hecke operators and congruence relation)
Definition. (Heche operators. ) (i) w q for a maximal ideal q of A which divides n :
Let m be the maximal natural number such that q m divides n . We define w q eAut^(M 0 (n)) by the rule
under the notation of (3.5). (We see that Wq = 1 since Pic GO = 1.) We denote also by the same symbol w q the element of Aut^(jr 0 (n)) or Aut K C/o (n) ) etc. induced by w q .
(ii) r p for a maximal ideal p of A which does not divide n :
Let b : X 0 (np) -> JT 0 (n) be the morphism induced by the injection // 0 Gtp) C -ffo(n). We define an algebraic correspondence T p of X 0 (n) by the formula r p = (b o w p ) ° f 6, where
We denote also by the same symbol T p the element 0/End#C/o(n)) induced by Let n, q, and p be as in the definition above and let P q (resp. P p ) be the monic polynomial in A=¥ q [T] which generates the ideal q (resp. p). For each/ (n) X 1)), we define w q /and T p /as follows :
(w q /) GO =/ x_ pm (m : as above), Proof. Using the fact that the isomorphisms (3.1), (3.2) commute with the action of GL 2 (A£), we can check the statement. I
In the next section, we shall investigate the Hecke algebra ( = the algebra generated by Hecke operators) in detail, assuming that n is a maximal ideal of A.
<e-factor of the L-series>
Next we give the calculation of the e-factor of the L -series attached to a 2-dimensional subrepresentation of Gal Proof. This seems to be well-known and is easily computed by using [15, Proposition 6. We return to the proof of (3.14)
. which implies (ii). This completes the proof of (3.14).
Corollary (3.17). Let v be the order at u=q~l ofZ(u, p). Then
Proof. Since TT is a constituent of £/ 0 , L (s, n) is a polynomial function of q ~s ([17, 11.1]), so Z(u, p) is a polynomial of u. Now (3.14) implies that the degree of the polynomial is deg n -3. (Note that Z(0, p) = 1.) Hence (i) follows.
Next we set
Then we have
Since F(^ \ p) ^0, we obtain 5(^ ! , p) = (-1)" by setting u =q ~l. On the other hand, from (3.14)
which completes the proof of (3.
17). § 4. Hecke Algebra and Its Eisenstein Ideal
We follow the notations of § 3. Moreover, we assume that n is a maximal ideal of A (cf. 
We write / instead of/ 0 (n) for simplicity.
Definition. The Heche algebra T is the subalgebra of End* (/) generated by U {w n } over Z.
Proposition (4.2). (i)
T is a finitely generated Z-module. (7) is a finitely generated Z-module.
Next, in the isomorphism (3.8)
( ® 77 v ) H°(n) is of dimension < 1 for each n. This follows from (3.13)(ii)(cf.
ver-{00}
[3, Theorem 1] ) . Therefore, there exist just g such TT'S and if we call them n\ 9 ... 9 7T gf we have the following isomorphism of Gal (K sep /K^ -modules :
where the last isomorphism follows from the fact that each p (/T/) is irreducible and that p (TCJ) ^ P (KJ ' ) unless j =j ' . Now define T x to be the subalgebra of T generated by {r p p ^n} over Z. For each TCj, the 1-dimensional Q /-vector space (^jS)^ KJ. v)^0^ is generated by ®/}, v , where//, v is a fixed new vector of n^ v (yEiZ-{°°}) and the action of T x on this space (in other words, the set of eigenvalues of T p ? s (p =£ n) ) determines 7T ; uniquely (the strong multiplicity one theorem). Hence the image of should be the whole fl Q/. Since T'C TCEnd*C/), we obtain y=i Tf Q, = End*(/)(f>Q^n Q,.
We can easily show the statement of (ii) and (iii) by using this isomorphism. | Remark (4.3). From (4. 2) (ii), we obtain The set of cusps ^o(n) -F 0 (n) consists of two A'-rational points correspond: ing to the points of r 0 (n)\P l GO (cf. (3.4) ). (See [13, 3.4] for the JT-rationality.) We denote by °o (resp. Q) the ^-rational point corresponding to (1 : 0)(resp. (0 : l^eP'GO and define c^/GO to be the class of the divisor (Q) -(oo) of degree 0. The subgroup C of /GO generated by c is finite cyclic and its order N is given by the following formula ( [13] ) :
w n c=-c.
In particular, C is preserved by the action ofT : TCCC.
Proof. Immediate from definitions (cf. [31] ). H
Definition. The Eisemtein ideal I of T is the kernel of T-> End z (C) (i.e. the annihilator of c).
By definition T/I-Z/NZ, and from (4.8) we can see that / contains T pn) andw n +l.
Definition,, (i) An Eisenstein prime number is a (rational) prime number which divides N.
(ii) An Eisenstein prime ideal of T is a prime ideal of T which includes the Eisenstein ideal /. we can see that b/= fl ^P/. This implies that the first homomorphism of (ii) is an isogeny, as in the proof of (i). From this, it follows immediately that the second homomorphism is also an isogeny. This completes the proof. Proof, (i) First we note that w n -l = (w n +l) -2 is invertible in T# since w n +ie^ andief £. Then (w n -l)(w n +l)=wj-1=0 implies that w "+! = 0 in f ^ , that is to say w " + 1 e b y -This proves (i) .
Remark
(ii) IfN is odd, we obtain from (i) that w n +l£ Pi 
] -/GO [/]
Taking the J£? -primary part of this sequence, we obtain which is again exact. Since C-^J(K) is injective from (i), we have 2jc = 0.
As we have seen in the proof of (4.14) (ii), N can never be equal to 2. Thus the second statement of (ii) follows. 
Proof.
From ( We follow the notations of the preceding sections (especially § 3 and § 4) . Let / be an Eisenstein prime number and JS? the Eisenstein prime ideal corresponding to /. Let ^P be a minimal prime ideal of T (i.e. ^3e {<$ 1 , ... , ^3 J in the notation of (4.5)). We assume that ^BCJ^. Set B=J/^J and let ^ be the Neron model over S ofB. The factor ring R '• = T/^P may be regarded as a subring of Endjf (B). Note that R is an order of the (algebraic number) field F of fractions ofR.
The decomposition (4. Case I : dim £j (e, F) >0 for all i= 1, ... , A.
In this case, the inequality above forces dim £ (F) to be (1, ... , 1). Since T'<|>QD T in the notation of the proof of (4.2), this completes the proof of the statement. I
Because of (5. from (2.7). Further we define £ n e {±1} by the condition w n -£ n^^P -(Observe that (w n -l)(w n +l)=0£^P and ^P is a prime ideal of T.) Fixing an inclusion Eî -Qi and applying (3.17)(ii), we obtain (5.6) (-!>=-£". The following is the main theorem of the present paper.
itself, and, for that, the theory of modular forms defined over an arbitrary commutative ring, not only over a field of characteristic 0, is indispensable. This is the main reason why (5.9) and (5.10) remain open in our case. Drinfeld's theory only involves automorphic forms defined over a field of characteristic 0, like Q/, and no satisfactory theory of automorphic forms defined over an arbitrary commutative ring has been established so far in the function field case.
• Appendix., The Endomorphlsm Ring of Jo (n) (n i Maximal)
Notations as in the text. We prove the following theorem (cf. (4.2) (iii)).
Theorem (A.I). If n is a maximal ideal of A, then
End jK/oGO) = EncU(JoGO).
CoroOary (A.2).
Proof. Immediate from (A.I) and (4.2) (iii). First by using the result of [24] , we shall show that the endomorphism ring is defined over an extension field of K which is "quite small".
Lemma (A.5). / has semi-stable reduction at any
Proof. At v^J7-{n, °o}, / has good reduction. At v = n, the result of [13] implies that / has semi-stable reduction (cf. (5.2) ). At v = °°, (3.7) implies the following where W ^ is as in § 3 and g is the dimension of J. Therefore we obtain a which implies that the action of the inertia group on Vi(j(K oo)) is unipotent, since there exists an exact sequence : On the other hand, each A'-simple abelian variety factor of / has semi-stable bad reduction at n, as can be seen just as in (5.2). So, no such factor has complex multiplication in the sense of [28] .
Thus the assumptions of [24, Theorem 2.3] are all satisfied and the conclusion is that all the elements of End^(/) are defined over the compositum of quadratic extension fields of K. So, we obtain
